II.3.A.1

a. The Faculty President shall be a fully-affiliated faculty member of the University Faculty having been granted tenure by the Board of Trustees; or, if in an academic unit where tenure is not policy, otherwise shall have met successfully the probationary requirements; and

b. Have met the initial probationary requirements for professor or associate professor in the appropriate academic unit, or have met the initial probationary requirements for assistant professor and have been promoted; or

c. Have seven years of continuous service on the University Faculty; and

d. Shall not also hold the office of Vice-President.

II.3.B.1

a. The Faculty Vice-President shall be a fully-affiliated faculty member of the University Faculty having been granted tenure by the Board of Trustees; or, if in an academic unit where tenure is not policy, otherwise shall have met successfully the probationary requirements; and

b. Have met the initial probationary requirements for professor or associate professor in the appropriate academic unit, or have met the initial probationary requirements for assistant professor and have been promoted; or

c. Have seven years of continuous service on the University Faculty; and

d. Shall not also hold the office of Vice-President.

AMMENDMENT

a. The Faculty President shall meet the qualifications required for Faculty Senators; and

b. Have tenure or otherwise have met any equivalent probationary requirements of their appointment; and

c. Have a minimum of seven years of continuous service on the University Faculty.

d. Have completed at least one term of service as a Faculty Senator

B. Vice President

a. The Vice President must meet the qualifications required for Faculty President; and

b. shall not also simultaneously hold the office of Faculty President